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Abstract
Quantum computers are in active development and may provide significant improvements in computation speed compared to regular computers in certain areas. In
this paper I briefly go over the history of quantum computing with some important
milestones, I explain the reason for exploring quantum computers, followed by basic
quantum computation subjects such as qubits, Hadamard gates and quantum teleportation, and end with some examples of areas where quantum computers may excel
regarding space exploration and atmospheric sciences.
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1

Introduction

The exploration of quantum computers began early 20th-century when Paul Benioff
proposed a quantum mechanical model of the Turing machine [2],[9]. Some years
later, in 1994, Peter Shore demonstrated that quantum computers can efficiently
solve prime-factorisation of integers and the ”discrete logarithm” problem, and not
long after that did Lov Grover in 1995 show that quantum computers can speed up
searches in unstructured search space, which were some of the first examples of the
advantages quantum computers have over ”classical” computers.
Ben Schumander defined the quantum bit in 1995 as a tangible physical resource
(e.g. photons). A theory of quantum-error-correction has since been deployed, letting
quantum computers compute effectively in the presence of noise, allowing communications over noisy quantum channels to take place.
One of the reasons to explore quantum computers is the need for higher computational power and faster calculations of complex problems. For example a classical
computer can simulate a quantum computer, but not nearly fast enough (due to reasons we will see later). Another exciting example of the positive sides of quantum
computing is quantum key distribution, where you share a private key over a quantum
connection. If there are any possible eavesdroppers that try to steal the key during
the transmission over the quantum channel - they will disrupt the quantum signal
(which in turn ”breaks” the key) and the people sharing keys can then try again with
new keys, throwing away the intercepted key [9]. (If you send a key between two
classical computers over a regular channel, then it is very difficult to know if someone
intercepted the key during transfer).
There are also some side-effects of the rise of quantum computers, such as quantum computers’ abilities to easily break cryptosystems that depend on factorising
numbers, e.g. RSA (Rivest–Shamir–Adleman) encryption, which is difficult and time
consuming on normal computers. This will have consequences for today’s internet
since almost everything that is secured with encryption depending on these type of
number factorisations. Not far in the future we have to switch to quantum-safe (i.e.
post-quantum cryptography) protocols instead.
It is also important to note that quantum computers aren’t always the best alternative over classical computers. There are only a handful of of applications where
they have an advantage, for that reason (not thinking on the complexity and cost of
building a quantum computer) we will probably not switch all our laptops and servers
to their quantum counterparts, but instead use them for specific calculation-heavy
tasks.
Not long ago Google, in collaboration with NASA and Oak Ridge National Laboratory applied quantum computing to such a specific task, where they published a
paper in which they state they have achieved so called ”quantum supremacy” (when a
quantum computer can solve a computational task faster than a classic computer can
in a feasible amount of time), by simulating a quantum circuit a million times using a
53 qubit processor called Sycamore (see the appendix for an image) [1]. This task on
a ”state-of-the-art classical supercomputer” would take roughly 10,000 years, while
on their quantum computer it took just around 200 seconds. Breakthroughs like these
show that quantum computers are in fact able to outperform classical computers.
1

2

A summary on quantum computers

Section 2 is a collection of personal notes taken while reading the book ”Quantum
Computation and Quantum Information” by Michael A. Nielsen and Isaac L. Chuang
[9], except for a few locations where I cite other sources. Everything that isn’t sourced
in this chapter is therefore from that book. I also write ”we” instead of ”I” in most
places, mainly because it sounds better (even though I’m the only author of this paper).

2.1
2.1.1

Qubits
Quantum bits

Quantum bits, or qubits, are described as both mathematical and physical objects
and are the quantum-equivalent of classical computer bits (which can be either 0 or
1). Figure (1) shows an example of how a qubit can be represented, here in this case
as two different electronic levels in an atom.
There are two possible qubit ground states, |0i and |1i (where ”| i” are called
bra-ket or Dirac notations, which are used in quantum mechanics). A qubits state is
a vector in a2D complex vector
 0  space, and can also be written in a matrix notation,
1
where |0i = 0 , and |1i = 1 , [7].
Qubits can be in states other than just |0i or |1i, they can also be used as linear
combinations of the two, called superpositions;
|ψi = α|0i + β|1i,

(1)

where α and β are complex numbers.
We cannot examine a qubit to determine its quantum state (i.e. find α and β), we
can only get the result ”0”, with probability |α|2 or ”1”, with probability |β|2 when
measuring them. A qubit’s state is normalised to length 1,
|α|2 + |β|2 = 1,

(2)

and can exist in a continuum of states between |0i and |1i, until it is observed.
When it is observed it only ever gives 0 or 1 (then it ”collapses” to one of the two
ground states). The state
1
1
√ |0i + √ |1i,
(3)
2
2
which is denoted |+i, when measured gives ”0” 50% of the time, and ”1” 50% of the
time.
Because of |α|2 + |β|2 = 1, we can write the same equation in a little more
complicated manner,
θ
θ
|ψ| = eiγ [cos( )|0i + eiφ sin( )|1i],
2
2

2

(4)

Figure 1: A qubit represented as two different electronic levels in an atom. Figure
from [9].

where γ, θ and φ are real numbers. However eiγ has no observable effects, so Eq. (4)
becomes,
θ
θ
(5)
|ψ| = cos( )|0i + eiφ sin( )|1i.
2
2
The values of θ and φ define points on the unit 3D sphere, the Bloch sphere;

Figure 2: A Bloch sphere representation of a qubit. Figure from [16].

Measurement changes the state of a qubit, collapsing it from its superposition of
|0i or |1i to the specific state consistent with the measurement results. For example,
if a measurement of |+i gives ”0”, then the post-measurement state will also be |0i
(=”0”). So from a single measurement we obtain only a single bit of information
about the state of the qubit.
2.1.2

Multiple qubits

A classical bit can be in one of two states; either ”0” or ”1”. Two classical bits can
therefore be in one of four states; ”00”, ”01”, ”10” or ”11”. However a two qubit
system has four computational basis states, denoted |00i, |01i, |10i and |11i. A pair
of qubits can therefore exist in a superposition of these states, so the vector describing
the two qubits become;
3

|ψi = α00 |00i + α01 |01i + α10 |10i + α11 |11i,

(6)

where α00 , ..., α11 are constants.
The measurement result result occurs with probability |αx |2 , and the measured
qubit state becomes |xi, where x = 00, 01, 10 or 11.
The condition that probabilities sum to one is therefore expected by the normalisation condition,
Σx∈{0,1}2 |αx |2 ,
(7)
where {0, 1}2 means ”the set of strings of length two with each letter being either
zero or one”.
For a two qubit system we would measure just a subset of the qubits, e.g. the first
qubit, which gives ”0” with probability |α00 |2 + |α01 |2 , leaving the post measurement
state,
α00 |00i + α01 |01i
,
(8)
|ψ 0 | = p
|α00 |2 + |α01 |2
p
where |α00 |2 + |α01 |2 is the re-normalization factor.
Another important state is the Bell state (or EPR [Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen]
pair);
|00i + |11i
√
.
(9)
2
Upon measuring the first qubit, you get ”0” 50% of the time, giving |ψ 0 | = |00i,
and ”1” 50% of the time, giving |ψ 0 | = |11i. As a result, upon measuring the second
qubit you get identical results. The measuring outcomes are correlated. So fi you
do an operation on one qubit, then the correlation still exist between the result of a
measurement on the first and second qubit.
So if we instead have a system of n qubits (|x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn i), then it can hold 2n
amplitudes (bits of information) at the same time. We can compare this to n classic
bits, which can have only one value of the 2n possible permutations, whereas n qubits
can hold ALL of the 2n possible permutations at the same time. Qubits give us an
exponential increase in information from the same number of (qu)bits, which is one
of the many reasons to develop quantum computers.

2.2

Quantum computation

By modifying quantum states we are able to perform calculations and computations
on qubits, just like on normal computers. For example we can use use quantum
circuits with logic gates like the NAND gate, or we can instead utilise trapped ions
to build up a quantum computer [18].
I have not read much (any) computer circuit theory before, so some of the gates
and circuits in this section are a bit difficult to fully understand.

4

2.2.1

Single qubit gates

The unitarity constraint on quantum gates is the only constraint on quantum gates
and looks like,
U T U = I,
(10)
where U is a unitary element, and I is the identity element.
The simplest kind of gate acts on a single qubit at a time. A basic gate is the
quantum NOT gate, which is an inverter and acts linearly;
α|0i + β|1i → α|1i + β|0i,

(11)

where its matrix notation is,



0 1
x≡
.
1 0

(12)

 
So if we have a quantum state α|0i + β|1i written as αβ , then the output of the
quantum gate becomes,
  
   
α
0 1 α
β
x
=
=
.
(13)
β
1 0 β
α
Two other logic gates are the Z-gate which look like,


1 0
Z≡
,
0 −1

(14)

and the Hadamard gate,


1 1 1
H≡√
,
(15)
2 1 −1
√
√
which turns a |0i into (|0i + |1i)/ 2, and a |1i into (|0i − |1i)/ 2. The Hadamard
gate is very useful and is used a lot in quantum computing, which we will see in later
examples.

Figure 3: Three important qubit logic gates and their input/output. Figure from [9].
X is the NOT gate and H is the Hadamard gate.
An arbitrary single qubit gate can also be decomposed as a product of rotations,


cos(γ/2) −sin(γ/2)
,
(16)
sin(γ/2) cos(γ/2)
5

where by rotation we mean a rotation in the Bloch sphere in Fig. (2). So if we apply
a quantum gate to a qubit state, then its post-gate state is in a different location on
the Bloch sphere.
2.2.2

Multiple qubit gates

More advanced gates act on two or more qubits at a time. The controlled NOT-gate
(CNOT) is shown in Fig. (4), with matrix notation,

Figure 4: The controlled-NOT gate. Figure from [9].

UCN


1
0
=
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0


0
0

0
1

(17)

If the control qubit (the first qubit) is |0i, then the target qubit (the second qubit) is
left alone. If the control qubit is |1i, then the target qubit is flipped. So we have,
|00i → |00i, |01i → |01i, |10i → |11i, |11i → |10i,

(18)

where we see if the first qubit is ”0” then the second qubit doesn’t change.
We also have XOR and NAN gates, which are irreversible (we lose some information upon applying them on qubits), however unitary quantum gates are always
reversible. Any multiple qubit logic gate may be composed from CNOT and single
qubit gates alone, which is roughly the quantum parallel of the universality NAND
gate in classical computers.
2.2.3

Multiple qubit states

We can write in many more basis states than just |0i and |1i, such as e.g. |+i ≡
(which we saw in Eq. [3]), and |−i ≡
α|0i + β|1i to,
|ψi = α|0i + β|1i = α

|0i−|1i
√
.
2

From this we can rewrite the state

|+i + |−i
|+i − |−i
α+β
α−β
√
√
+β
= √ |+i + √ |−i.
2
2
2
2
6

|0i+|1i
√
2

(19)

2.2.4

Quantum circuits

Quantum circuits are quite similar to classical circuits, where each line represents a
wire in the quantum circuit. These wires may represent for example passage of time
or a photon moving from one location to another, they don’t always have to be a
physical wire.

Figure 5: A circuit for swapping two qubits, in two different notations. Figure from
[9].

The gate in Fig. (5) swaps the state of the two qubits, where I think we read the
gate from left to right. The top line represents a and the lower b. We start with the
qubits |a, bi,
|a, bi → |a, a ⊕ bi →
(20)
→ |a ⊕ (a ⊕ b), a ⊕ bi = |b, a ⊕ bi →

(21)

→ |b, (a ⊕ b) ⊕ bi = |b, ai,

(22)

and end with them being reversed, |b, ai. The ⊕ notation represents a quantum
NOT-gate (the inverter described earlier, where if the second b in e.g. |b, a ⊕ bi is
”1”, then a is inverted) [11]. The three NOT-gates in Fig. (5) are connected with a
black dot with a line, which represents the controlled NOT-gate, see Fig. (7).
Due to quantum mechanics there are some ”illegal circuits”, such as loops (feedback from one part of the quantum circuit to another), joining wires together (e.g.
FANIN gates, which are non-reversible and not unitary) and copying qubits (e.g.
FANOUT gates). Most of these gates or operations aren’t unitary, which is the only
restriction on quantum gates (see Eq. [10]).

Figure 6: The controlled-U gate. Figure from [9]

Another gate is the controlled-U gate, which is seen in Fig. (6). U is any unitary
matrix acting on n number of qubits. U is regarded as a quantum gate on those
7

Figure 7: The controlled-NOT gate, in two different representations. Figure from [9]

Figure 8: The quantum circuit symbol for measurement. Figure from [9]

qubits (where U can be e.g. a NOT gate). If the control qubit is set to zero nothing
happens to the target qubit, and vice versa.
If we measure a single qubit it is converted to a probabilistic classical bit M (double
wire, see Fig. [8]), which is ”0” with probability |α|2 , and ”1” with probability |β|2 .
2.2.5

Copying quantum bits

We can try to copy the state |ψi = α|0i + β|1i using a CNOT gate, where the input
state is,
[α|0i + β|1i]|0i = α|00i + β|10i,
(23)
where the CNOT functions to change the second qubit when the first qubit is ”1”.
This gives the output α|00i + β|11i (we can confirm this is the case by looking at the
”truth table” in Eq. (18)). So have we copied it by creating the state |ψψi?
If |ψi = 0 or |ψi = 1, then yes. It is possible to copy classical information using
quantum circuits as long as |ψi is ”0” or ”1”. However for a general state |ψi;
|ψψi = α2 |00i + αβ|01i + αβ|10i + β 2 |11i,

(24)

we see that unless αβ = 0 the copying circuit does NOT copy the quantum state
input. It is impossible to copy an unknown quantum state, which is known as the
no-cloning theorem, which originates from the unitarity restraint. This is the main
difference between classical and quantum information where in classical it is actually
possible to copy bits.
2.2.6

Bell states

Bell states are sort of entangled quantum states of two qubits, where we can have
four different outputs as seen in Fig. (9). In this figure [H] is a Hadamard gate and
8

Figure 9: A circuit meant to create Bell states, and a truth-table for the inputs and
outputs. Figure from [9].

⊕ is a CNOT gate. The Hadamard gate puts the top qubit in a superposition, and
the CNOT gate inverts the target
√ when the control input is ”1” (from [H]). E.g. the
input |00i becomes
√ [|0i+|1i]|0i/ 2 after the Hadamard gate, then the CNOT output
is [|00i + |11i]/ 2. These Bell states are important for quantum teleportation, where
we transfer quantum information from one location to another.
2.2.7

Quantum teleportation

Figure 10: A circuit meant to teleport a qubit, where the top two lines are Alice’s
and the bottom is Bob’s. The double lines represent classical bits. Figure from [9].

Alice wants to transfer quantum information to Bob. They create an EPR pair
(see Eq. [9]), take one each, and move to different locations. Alice has a state that is
meant to be teleported, as well as her part of the EPR pair they created. The EPR
pair is a very important piece for quantum teleportation, as it is the ”correlation key”
allowing Bob to get the same state as Alice sent even though they are at two different
locations.
The state to be teleported is |ψi = α|0i + β|1i. The state input is (on Alice’s side)
|ψ0 i = |ψi|β00 i = √12 [α|0i(|00i + |11i) + β|1i(|00i + |11i)], which after the CNOT gate

9

becomes,
1
|ψ1 i = √ [α|0i(|00i + |11i) + β|1i(|00i + |11i)],
2
she then sends her first qubit through the Hadamard gate, yielding,

(25)

1
|ψ2 i = [|00i(α|0i + β|1i) + |01i(α|1i + β|1i) + |10i(α|0i − β|1i) + |11i(α|1i − β|0i)],
2
(26)
which can be broken down into four terms. The first term has Alice’s qubits in the
state |00i. If Alice measures ”00”, then Bob’s system will be in the state |ψi.
Depending on Alice’s measurements, Bob’s post-measurement states are,

Figure 11: Bob’s post-measurement states. Figure from [9].
By modifying Bob’s EPR pair part, he can get the identical qubit |Ψi
as Alice sent. This circuit is quite complicated and I do not understand the exact
calculations, but get the overall idea.
In somewhat simpler terms, this is the procedure;
1. An EPR pair is generated and the parts are sent to two different locations.
2. Alice performs a Bell measurement of the EPR pair qubit and the qubit to be
teleported, giving one of four possible outcomes.
3. Using classical channels the two bits are sent to Bob.
4. As a result of Alice’s measurements, the EPR pair qubit is in one of four
possible states, where one is identical to |ψi. Which of these four is obtained is
encoded in the two classical bits.
Bob’s EPR pair is modified (or not, as in 1/4 of the cases where he already has
the same state as Alice sent) with Pauli-X or -Z gates to result in the identical qubit
|ψi. We have now teleported the original qubit by utilising the quantum mechanics
behind the EPR pair they first created.
This doesn’t allow faster than light transfer since we need to transfer the information over classical wires, and it doesn’t break the no cloning theorem because the
original qubit |ψi is left in the state |0i or |1i.

2.3

Quantum algorithms

Quantum gates are reversible, which means they cannot be used directly to simulate
classical logic circuits (since e.g. NAN-gates are irreversible).
10

Any classical circuit can be replaced with only reversible elements by using reversible gates like the Toffoli (CCNOT) gate, which is seen in Fig. (12).

Figure 12: The Toffoli gate and its truth table. Figure from [9].

Applying the Toffoli gate twice on a set of bits gives,
(a, b, c) → (a, b, c ⊕ ab) → (a, b, c),

(27)

hence it’s reversible. The gate can be used to simulate both NAND and FANOUT
gates, which makes it possible to simulate all other elements in a classical circuit.
The same principles work for quantum gates, for example when applying the
Toffoli gate to the input |110i, we get, |111i.
2.3.1

Quantum parallelism

Quantum parallelism allows quantum computers to evaluate a function f (x) for many
different x simultaneously (if I can over-simplify a bit).
Consider a two qubit quantum circuit which starts at the state |x, yi. It is possible
to transform it to |x, y ⊕ f (x)i. If y = 0, then the second qubit is just the value of
f (x).

Figure 13: Circuit for evaluating f (x) for x = 0, 1 simultaneously. Figure from [9].
(1)i
√
√
Applying Uf to |0i+|1i
gives |0,f (0)i+|1,f
. The different terms contain information
2
2
about both f (0) and f (1) from a single f (x) circuit (compared to requiring multiple
circuits to do the same thing with classical computers).

11

This procedure can be generalised to functions of an arbitrary number of bits
by using the Walsh-Hadamard transform, which is just n Hadamard gates acting in
parallel on n qubits.
For example, n = 2 (two qubits) gives (with qubits initially prepared as |0i),
(

|0i + |1i |0i + |1i
|00i + |01i + |10i + |11i
√
)( √
)=
2
2
2

(28)
2

as output. We can denote two parallel Hadamard gates by using the notation H ⊗ ,
where ⊗ is read as ”tensor product”, and is different from ⊕.
Performing the Hadamard transform on n qubits initially all in the state |0i is
described by the sum,
1 X
√
|xi.
(29)
2n x
The Hadamard transform produces an equal superposition of all computational basis
states. This produces a superposition of 2n states, using just n gates (since each qubit
can have two states, which becomes 2n states for n qubits).

Figure 14: Two parallel Hadamard gates, H ⊗2 . Figure from [9].

Quantum parallelism of a function with an n bit input x, and 1 bit output f (x),
can therefore be performed. First preparing the n + 1 qubit state |0i⊗n |0i|, then
applying the Hadamard transform to the first n qubits, followed by the quantum
circuit implementation of Uf . This gives us the state,
1 X
1 X
√
|xi|f (x)i = √
|x, f (x)i
2n x
2n x

(30)

Quantum parallelism enables all possible values of f to be evaluated at the same
time, but measuring
the output gives only either |0, f (0)i or |1, f (1)i! This means
P
measuring x |x, f (x)i would give only f (x) for a single value of x, which is exactly
what a classical computer can do. We need to be able to extractPinformation about
more than one value of f (x) from the superposition of states like x |x, f (x)i for this
to be useful (which we’ll see below).
2.3.2

Deutsch’s algorithm

It is possible to combine quantum parallelism with interference. By using the same
√
and the second
Hadamard gate as above (Fig. [13]), we set the first qubit to |0i+|1i
2
to

|0i−|1i
√
,
2

using a Hadamard gate applied to the start |1i (see Fig. [15]).
12

Figure 15: The quantum circuit for Deutsch’s algorithm. Figure from [9].

The input,
|Ψ0 i = |01i,
is sent through two Hadamard gates to give,
"
#"
#
|0i + |1i |0i − |1i
√
√
|Ψ1 i =
.
2
2

(31)

(32)

If we apply Uf to the state,
|xi

|0i − |1i
√
→
2

(33)

we get,
→ (−1)f (x) |xi

|0i − |1i
√
.
2

Applying Uf to |Ψ1 i therefore gives,
#"
#
 "

|0i−|1i

√
√

± |0i+|1i
, if f (0) = f (1)

2
2



|Ψ2 i =
#"
#
"




|0i−|1i
|0i−|1i

√

, if f (0) 6= f (1)
± √ 2
2
The final Hadamard gate on the first two qubits gives us,
"
#



√

±|0i |0i−|1i
, if f (0) = f (1)

2



|Ψ3 i =
"
#




|0i−|1i


±|1i √2 , if f (0) 6= f (1)

13

(34)

When we see that f (0) ⊕ f (1) is 0 if f (0) = f (1) and 1 otherwise, then,
"
#
|0i − |1i
√
|Ψ3 i = ±|f (0) ⊕ f (1)i
,
2

(35)

so by measuring the first qubit we may determine f (0) ⊕ f (1). The quantum circuit
allows us to determine a global property of f (x), f (0) ⊕ f (1) by using only one
evaluation of f (x). Classical computers require at least two evaluations to find the
same result.
2.3.3

The Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm

Deutsch defined a problem which looks somewhat like this;
1. Alice chooses a number x between 0 and 2n − 1.
2. Alice sends x to Bob.
3. Bob calculates f (x) and sends the result to Alice. Bob’s function f (x) is either
constant for all values of x, or balanced (i.e. 50% chance of 0 or 50% chance to
get 1 as output from f (x)).
4. Alice shall find if Bob’s function is constant or balanced by using as little correspondence with Bob as possible.
It is therefore up to Alice to send one or more x:s to Bob to see if she gets only 0:s,
or both 0:s and 1:s in return. In classical computers Alice can only send one value of
x at a time, and she may need to send 2n /n + 1 x:s to find out if Bob’s function is
balanced or constant. She may need to send this many x:s if she gets only 0:s first,
then a single 1 to find out that it is balanced.
However in quantum computing Alice only needs one correspondence with Bob if
they instead calculate f (x) using a unitary transform Uf .

Figure 16: The quantum circuit for the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm, where ”/n ” is a set
of n qubits. Figure from [9].
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These calculations are also quite complex, and I can’t follow every step but I again
get the general idea of the quantum circuit.
First we initialise a state, then we create a superposition by using Hadamard gates.
After that we calculate the function f (x) by using Uf , then we perform a Hadamard
transform, and after a measurement we can obtain the output z.
The input state is,
|Ψ0 i = |0i⊗n |1i,
(36)
where the wire in Fig. (16) with a ”/” means a set of n input qubits all in the |0i
state. After the Hadamard gate and transform we have,
#
"
X |xi |0i − |1i
√
√
,
(37)
|Ψ1 i =
n
2
2
n
x∈{0,1}
f is then evaluated by Bob to get (by using Uf : |x, yi → |x, y ⊕ f (x)i),
#
"
X (−1)f (x) |xi |0i − |1i
√
√
.
|Ψ2 i =
n
2
2
x

(38)

Alice has the output (which is a set of qubits) from Bob’s function evaluation, which
is stored in the amplitude of the qubit superposition state.
Using the last Hadamard gate Alice performs a Hadamard transform on the query
register (the superposition of all values).
The P
Hadamard transform
on the state |xi, for x = 0 or x = 1 for a single qubit is
√
H|xi = x (−1)xz |zi/ 2. Thus,
P
x1 z1 +...+xn zn
|z1 , ..., zn i
z1 ,...,zn (−1)
⊗n
√
H |x1 , ..., xn i =
(39)
2n
which can be summarised by,
H

⊗n

P
|xi =

x·z
z (−1) |zi
√
,
2n

where x · z is a bitwise inner product of x and z, modulo 2.
Using this equation, and Eq. (38) we get |Ψ3 i;
"
#
X X (−1)x·z+f (x) |zi |0i − |1i
√
|Ψ3 i =
.
n
2
2
z
x

(40)

(41)

Alice by then observes the query register.
P
The amplitude for the state |0i⊗n is x (−1)f (x) /2n . If f (x) is constant, then
the amplitude for |0i⊗n is either −1 or 1 depending on the value of f (x). |Ψ3 i in Eq.
(41) is of unit length, therefore all other amplitudes in |Ψ3 i must be zero, and by
observing the output all qubits will be 0 in the query register.
If the function is balanced, then the positive and negative contributions (in
⊗n
|0i ) will cancel each other. Measuring a balanced function will result in at least
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one qubit other than 0 in the query register. If instead all values are 0, then the
function is constant.
By using a quantum circuit like this one we can with a single input find out if a
function is constant or balanced, compared to (up to) the 2n /n + 1 x:s needed to be
sent for a classical computer.
This seems like a great function where you need only one input, but there aren’t
any known applications to Deutsch’s problem, and you can’t really compare the quantum algorithm with the classical one since they function completely differently. It is
also more realistic to use the classical approach in this case (by testing x random
inputs).
2.3.4

Quantum algorithms summarised

There are three classes of quantum computer algorithms which are ”better” than
classical computer algorithms;
1. Quantum versions of Fourier transforms
2. Quantum search algorithms
3. Quantum simulations
1: The discrete Fourier transform, which transforms x0 , ..., xN −1 to y0 , ..., yN −1 , is
defined by
N −1
1 X 2πijk/N
√
yk =
e
xj .
(42)
N j=0
Some examples of Fourier quantum algorithms are the Hadamard transform in the
Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm which was shown earlier, and Shor’s fast algorithm for factoring and discrete logarithm.
If we define a linear transformation U on n number of qubits, from Eq. (42) we
get;
2n −1
1 X 2πijk/2n
e
|ki,
(43)
|ji → √
2n k=0
where 0 ≤ j ≤ 2n − 1, and |ji is the computational basis state. This equation is
unitary (U ∗ U = U U ∗ = I), and its action on superpositions is,
"
#
n −1
n −1
2X
2n −1 2n −1
2X
1 X X 2πijk/2n
xj |ji → n
e
xj |ki =
yk |ki,
(44)
2
j=0
j=0
k=0
k=0
and corresponds to a vector notation for the Fourier transform (Eq. [42]) on the case
N = 2n . For classical computers we need,
N log(N ) = n2n ,
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(45)

steps to calculate the Fourier transform of N = 2n numbers. However for quantum
computers the number of computations needed is sped up, where the steps needed
are,
log 2 (N ) = n2 ,
(46)
which is an exponential increase in calculation speed. We can calculate the Fourier
transform much faster, but the information is ”hidden” in the amplitudes of the
quantum states, and is not directly accessible to us. If we measure the output each
qubit will just collapse to the state |0i or |1i, preventing us from finding out what yk
really is.
2: We want to find the element E in a search space with N number of elements.
The steps needed to find E for classical versus quantum computers are;
• N operations
√
• N operations
for classical and quantum computers respectively. Again we have an exponential
increase in computation speed for quantum computers.
3: Storing a quantum system with n components take;
• cn bits of memory, or,
• k · n qubits,
where c and k are constants. When measured, a k · n qubit simulation will collapse
into a definite state which only gives k · n bits of information, ”losing” the cn bits
of information. (We see also here in these ”equations” that a qubit can store much
more information than regular bits can).
Quantum simulation is important in many fields such as quantum chemistry, e.g.
simulating accurate models of molecules, which quickly gets very difficult for normal
computers as the complexity of molecules increase.
We also have the famous Moore’s law, which says Computer power will double
every two years or so. However if we want to add a qubit to a simulated system on
a classical computer we may need to double (or more) the requirements. A similar
”law” for quantum computers can therefore be a single qubit is added to the quantum
computer every two years to be able to keep pace with classical computers.

2.4
2.4.1

Experimental quantum information processing
The Stern-Gerlach experiment

A famous experiment done in the 1920’s by Stern and Gerlach hinted at the qubit
structure as we know it now. It consisted of beaming hot hydrogen atoms through
magnetic fields, which caused the atoms to be deflected. Depending on the atom’s
magnetic dipole moment, and the magnetic field the atom flies through, the atom
deflects in different directions.
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When the hydrogen atom exits the ”oven” it has a random dipole direction and we
expect it to exit the magnetic field in a random direction, leaving us with a random
and continuous distribution at all angles. However this is not the case. After the
atom interacts with the magnetic field we only see the atoms exit at two different
directions, a discrete set of angles. This is because of the quantization of the magnetic
dipole moment and the spin of the atom. One half is deflected up, and one down.
Each atom has a magnetic dipole moment and a ”spin” which is quantized.

Figure 17: The schematic of the Stern-Gerlach experiment (simplified). Figure from
[9]
Atoms are shot out of the ”oven”, through a magnetic field, causing a deflection
of either up | + zi or down | − zi.

Figure 18: The schematic of the cascaded Stern-Gerlach experiment using three
”ovens”. Figure from [9]
We can also have cascaded Stern-Gerlach experiments, where we block the | − zi
output. Here we still get two peaks of equal intensity.
| + zi ← |0i
| − zi ← |1i
√
| + xi ← (|0i + |1i)/√2
| − xi ← (|0i − |1i)/ 2
The ẑ Stern-Gerlach measures the spin (the qubit) in the computational basis |0i, √
|1i,
and the x̂ Stern-Gerlach
measures
the
spin
with
respect
to
the
basis
(|0i
+
|1i)/
2,
√
(|0i − |1i)/ 2. In the cascaded system ẑ − x̂ − ẑ, after the first ẑ experiment, the
spins are in state,
| + xi + | − xi
√
| + zi = |0i =
,
(47)
2
where the probability to find |+xi is 1/2 and |−xi 1/2, while after the last experiment
the probability to get | + zi is 1/2.
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2.4.2

Quantum information

There are two meanings when you say quantum information, where the first is a ”catch
all” for everything related to information processing using quantum computers, and
the second is elementary quantum information, not including e.g. algorithm design,
which is written as ”quantum information theory”.
There are three fundamental goals of quantum information theory;
1. Identify elementary classes of static resources in quantum mechanics, e.g. qubits
and the Bell state.
2. Identify elementary classes of dynamical processes in quantum mechanics, e.g.
memory and how to store information over a longer period of time.
3. Quantity resource tradeoffs incurred performing elementary dynamical processes.
2.4.3

Quantum information theory examples

For classical information theory there are two fundamental theorems; Shannon’s noisy
channel coding theorem and Shannon’s noiseless channel coding theorem, where the
former describes how many bits of information that reliably can be transmitted
through a noisy communications channel, and the latter describes how many bits
are required to store information coming from a source of information.
Shannon entropy is defined as,
X
H(pj ) = −
pj log(pj ),
(48)
j

and is a measure of how much information we get from an event. A classical source
described by possibilities pj can be compressed so that on average each use of the
source can be represented using H(pj ) bits of information, where pj is a set of probabilities, and j = 1, 2, ..., d. The source can be for example a text, where pj is how
large chance we have of retrieving a specific letter in the alphabet when using the
source.
The noiseless channel coding theorem ”limits” us from compressing the information more due to an increasing probability of errors when decompressing the information. Shannon’s noiseless theorem fills all three goals listed above, since it has two
static resource (bits, source), three dynamical processes (including noise), and the
theorem tells us how much redundancy we must have to reliably transmit information.
Qubits do not allow any significant saving in the amount of communication required to transmit information over a noiseless channel. It is possible to transmit
classical information over quantum channels, where quantifying the capacity required
to transmit classical information over a noisy quantum channel is tricky, due to a
large number of noise models (in continuous space). It is also not obvious how to
apply channel error-correction code to quantum computers.
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Quantum information through quantum channels: A quantum source is
described by a set of probabilities pj and corresponding quantum states |Ψj i. Each
use of the source produces a state |Ψj i with probability pj .
Comparing quantum information to classical, we can compress the source which
outputs |0i with probability p, and the state |1i with probability 1 − p, so that only
H(p, 1 − p) (Shannon entropy theorem) qubits are required to store the compressed
source. However
if the source instead produces the outputs |0i at probability p, and
√
(|0i+|1i)/ 2 at probability 1−p, then the standard techniques don’t apply. (However
compression is still possible).
We can introduce a fidelity measure, which measures the average distortion introduced by the compression scheme. The idea is that compression of quantum information should be recovered with a very good fidelity.
Schumacher’s noiseless channel coding theorem quantifies the resources
needed for quantum information compression, and is an analogue of Shannon’s noiseless theorem for compressing and decompressing quantum states. If a source produces
state |Ψj i with probability pj , then the theorem tells us that for the classical case the
source may be compressed down to, but not beyond, the classical Shannon entropy
theorem H(pj ).
We don’t use Shannon’s theorem however, but instead von Neumann entropy
to describe how much the source can be compressed for a more general case of information compression. In general this theorem is smaller than Shannon’s entropy.
√
For example if a source produces the state |0i at possibility p, and (|0i + |1i)/ 2 at
probability 1 − p, then it can be compressed using fewer than H(p, 1 − p) qubits.
If the above output is produced n times,
√ then the source produces about np copies
of |0i and n(1 − p) copies of (|0i + |1i)/ 2, on the form,
|0i⊗np

|0i + |1i
√
2

!⊗n(1−p)
,

(49)

where the part |0i + |1i can be expanded to,
|0i⊗n(1−p)/2 |1i⊗n(1−p)/2 .

(50)

From this we can rewrite Eq. (49) to,
|0i⊗n(1+p)/2 |1i⊗n(1−p)/2 ,

(51)

which describes the probability of getting a certain state from the output of a source
as a superposition of states (this is an approximation by superposition of terms).
This results in a storage requirement of H[(1 + p)/2, (1 − p)/2] qubits per use
of the source, which whenever p ≥ 1/3 is an improvement over Shannon’s noiseless
channel coding theorem H(p, 1 − p) qubits.
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3

Applications for space exploration and atmospheric sciences

Figure 19: An example of how a numerical weather prediction model is built up.
The number of grid points determine the accuracy of the simulation, where a higher
number mean a higher computation time. (The figure is in the public domain).

Decreasing the computation time is essential for many different fields of science,
such as when simulating complex climate models or finding the best trajectory for
a satellite moving from one location to another. This is where quantum computers
comes into the picture. They are still relatively new, and their possibilities are mostly
unexplored, therefore it is somewhat difficult to say what use cases they are well suited
for, but since we know their basic strengths and weaknesses we can ”guess” which
areas they can be applied to regarding space and atmospheric sciences. As we have
gone through a few fundamentals of quantum computing we can now look at some
examples of where quantum computers can be applied to space and atmospheric
sciences.
Climate models for example are very complex, with many different variables and
equations, along with the huge amount of weather data coming from measurement
stations all around the world, both on ground and in space, see Fig. (19). Supercomputers such as the ∼ 8.5 petaFLOPS (PFLOPS, 1015 calculations per second) High
Performance Computing Facility at ECMWF, or SMHI’s and MET’s Cirrus-Stratus
supercomputer at 1.9 PFLOPS are needed to perform these simulations, which utilise
numerical weather prediction to predict the weather for roughly a week in advance
[5], [15]. It is a bit uncertain by how much quantum computers can speed up these
weather simulations due to the lack of mature quantum computers [6], [10], how21

ever thanks to their ability to calculate several outcomes at the same time they may
be able predict multiple different weather scenarios much faster (and maybe more
accurate) than classical computers, but this remains to be seen.
For climate or weather modelling this will allow us to get more accurate models
of the climate, and higher chance of predicting the correct weather farther in time.
This may not only be of importance on Earth, but also on other planets where you
want to investigate the atmospheric dynamics and how it changes over time.
If we move our focus to space instead, more specifically to a field that heavily
depend on path (or trajectory) planning; the space industry, where finding the best
(i.e. safest, fastest, least fuel-consuming etc.) route for a spaceship travelling between
planets, for a satellite that needs to reach a distant comet as fast as possible, or if
you need multiple spacecrafts to coordinate with each other is of importance. These
sort of optimisation problems is ideal for quantum computers. For example Shukla
et al. showed that quantum algorithms (and quantum computers) can solve trajectory optimisation problems with a quadratic speedup compared to classical computer
algorithms [14] by using quantum algorithms based on Grover’s search algorithm
(see Section 2.3.4). NASA is also investigating how quantum computers can be applied to e.g. mission planning and navigation for Earth and space sciences as well
as space exploration [3], [8]. The development of quantum computers gets us closer
to automatic (where a man-made machine controls most things by itself) steering of
spacecrafts where no or little human interaction is needed, which is important when
long communication delays are present. In a perhaps not so distant future we may
have satellites, spaceships, rovers or other machines that themselves must be able to
make important decisions, such as in which direction to go, or when the best time
to perform a manoeuvre is. When these sort of tasks are done automatically, it also
minimises valuable time spent on planning certain missions, which may also reduce
costs and shorten the planning phase before a mission starts.
A simple example of a trajectory optimisation problem is the famous ”travelling
salesman problem”, where you have a set of points, and the distances between each
pair of points, and are to find the shortest possible route between all points. A
version of this can be seen in Fig. (20), where the shortest path already has been
found and plotted. Each extra point to travel to increases the computation time
and the performance requirements exponentially, where a normal computer solving
the task will quickly run into trouble as the difficulty of finding the correct solution
also increases exponentially. Quantum computers on the other hand are (most likely)
able to solve such problems with roughly a quadratic speedup compared to these
classical computers. These sort of ”quantum supremacy” applications will greatly
benefit many areas of science and the technologies behind our everyday lives, such as
air-traffic handling, logistics and self driving cars.
Another interesting topic is the simulation of accurate molecule models (which
has been mentioned previously in the text), which is a very time consuming task
for normal computers when the molecule to be modelled is complex, or when it has
advanced properties. Since quantum computers are built on quantum states and
quantum behaviours, they are already more suited to simulate actual molecules than
normal supercomputers can be. For example Sawaya et al. used quantum algorithms
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Figure 20: An example of a path optimisation problem, here showing the solution to
a travelling salesman problem. (The figure is in the public domain).

for determining the vibrational structure for molecules with high anharmonicity and
mode coupling (complex molecules), to show that a quantum computer will most
likely be able to outperform a normal computer for vibrational structure problems
[13]. These results show that quantum computers are likely to have a positive impact
on e.g. both chemistry and atmospheric sciences where you want to model molecules
and their interaction with different physical objects.
We may want to have quantum computers in other locations than on the ground,
such as in airplanes, satellites or rockets. These ”mobile quantum computers” must
be able to communicate with each other, especially over large distances, which requires wireless transfer of qubits. A high-speed communication network is therefore
important for both everyday life, but also for satellites communicating with a ground
station on Earth, or for satellite to satellite data transfer. Quantum computers can
use quantum teleportation (see Section 2.2.7) to send qubits in unknown states over
large distances, which is important for communication between two or more quantum computers. There have been multiple experiments and studies showing that it is
possible to teleport qubits over large differences [4], [17], enabling us to actually have
mobile quantum computers in the future. A more recent study by Ren et al. showed
that it is possible to send single photon qubits with a high fidelity from Earth’s surface
up to a low Earth orbit satellite (500-1400 km altitude), even through the atmosphere
which has a high atmospheric turbulence [12]. The data was sent from an observatory
in Ngari, Tibet, China, to a satellite named Micius which flies in a sun-synchronous
orbit, proving that we are not far from space-born quantum communication channels.
Further progress like this may open up a path for very specialised satellites with
on-board quantum processors that solve certain tasks on the satellite itself, or if it
just transfers qubits to and from Earth (or other planets). Other applications may
be a satellite based ”quantum internet” that covers Earth, which may or may not
replace the traditional internet we use now, but this is very much speculative.
To wrap everything up, quantum computing and quantum computers are exciting
areas undergoing rapid exploration and development, where we will most likely see
many breakthroughs and discoveries in the coming years that will benefit multiple
areas of science and technology, such as chemistry, physics and space sciences.
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Appendix
Figure A

Figure 21: The IBM Q cryosat used to keep IBM’s 50 qubit quantum computer at the
correct temperature, which is also seen on the front page of this paper. (Author: IBM
Research, licensed under CC BY-ND 2.0 https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nd/2.0/)
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Figure B

Figure 22: The so called Sycamore chip. Figure from [1].
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